Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the following questions.

1. He loves animals. He ................ (become) a vet.
   A. will               B. will become          C. is going to      D. is going to become

2. I promise I ................... (call) you as soon as I arrive.
   A. will call          B. can call           C. am going to call D. call

   A. are hurting        B. hurt              C. will hurt        D. hurts

4. When ice gets warm, it ...................(melt).
   A. Can melt           B. will melt         C. is going to melt D. melted

5. I think John ................. (help) us to take the bottles to the recycling center.
   A. should help        B. helps             C. is going to help D. will help

6. I don’t think it .................rain today; the weather report was fine.
   A. may                B. is going to       C. will              D. is

7. Watch out! .................drop the rubbish on the floor!
   A. you will           B. you’re going to   C. you are going    D. you just

8. It’s cloudy. It ...........
   A. will rain          B. is raining       C. is going to rain D. rains

9. ........ a shower instead of a bath, they save water.
   A. If people don’t have B. If people have
   C. Unless people have  D. If people won’t have

10. I ........ to the library later.
    A. am going           B. have gone         C. will go           D. go
11. If we ……. save the forests of Sumatra, the Sumatran tiger won’t survive.
   A. won’t       B. don’t       C. wouldn’t     D. didn’t

12. Nobody is watching TV. I …….. turn it off to save some energy.
   A. am going to   B. will turn   C. am turning    D. turn

13. If you ……. less paper, you save forests.
   A. would use    B. will use    C. use         D. used

14. I think the new factory ……. the river.
   A. is going to pollute   B. will pollute   C. is polluting   D. pollute

15. We can’t reduce rubbish ……. we recycle.
   A. unless       B. if          C. if not      D. not if

16. If we don’t protect rainforests now, many animals ……. become extinct.
   A. will         B. would      C. won’t       D. wouldn’t

17. The conservation group meeting ……. at 8 o’ clock.
   A. starts       B. will start  C. is starting   D. is going to start

18. If we stopped using our cars, we ……. to end global warming.
   A. help         B. will help   C. would help   D. helped

19. ……. endangered species ……. in 20 years?
   A. Are/ disappearing   B. Will/ disappear
   C. Do/ disappear       D. Are/ going to disappear

20. If you join a recycling campaign, you ……. a lot about environmental problems.
   A. will learn      B. learnt     C. would learn   D. have learnt

21. Look at that boy riding his bike! Oh no, he …….!
   A. is falling     B. is going to fall   C. falls       D. will fall

22. If you ……. ice in hot water, it melts.
   A. put           B. will put    C. are putting   D. have put

23. ……. you stop driving your car if you could use public transport?
   A. will          B. would      C. do          D. did

24. I won’t buy anything from that shop unless they ……. burning coal in their factory.
25. Weather patterns change when the sea \ldots..warmer.
   A. will get  B. got  C. gets  D. would get

26. If I \ldots..you, I would recycle all my empty cans and bottles.
   A. am  B. were  C. will be  D. would be

27. If you started riding your bike to school, you \ldots..air pollution.
   A. reduced  B. will reduce  C. reduce  D. would reduce

28. I hope they \ldots..tomorrow’s meeting at 7 pm.
   A. don’t forget  B. forget  C. won’t forget  D. won’t forgot

29. We \ldots..buy energy –saving bulbs today.
   A. will  B. are going to  C. are going  D. going

30. I don’t use this computer anymore. I \ldots..donate it to the community centre.
   A. will  B. am going to  C. am going  D. had

31. If we \ldots..the beach, it would look nicer.
   A. cleaned  B. don’t clean  C. are cleaning  D. are going to clean

32. When the sun sets, it \ldots..dark.
   A. will get  B. got  C. is getting  D. is going to get

33. If I were you, I \ldots..my old clothes to charity.
   A. am donating  B. would donate  C. am donating  D. am going to donate

34. If I miss this bus, I \ldots..late for work.
   A. would be  B. will be  C. am  D. being

35. If I were you, I \ldots..recycle your old newspapers; it’s easy.
   A. will  B. would  C. may  D. can

36. If you\ldots..the news, you learn a lot of things.
   A. watch  B. watched  C. have watched  D. watching

37. If I \ldots..you, I would recycle more.
   A. am  B. be  C. will be  D. were

38. Unless we stop cutting down the trees, many forests \ldots..
A. disappear  B. will disappear  C. would disappear  D. appeared

39. If we …….. cutting trees, many animals will lose their homes.
   A. will stop  B. stop  C. don’t stop  D. stopping

40. If you don’t throw rubbish in the bins, our town …… very dirty.
   A. is  B. will be  C. would be  D. is going to be

41. Be careful! You ……………………… that box of newspapers!
   A. will drop  B. are dropping  C. dropped  D. would drop

42. It’s cold in here. I ……………………… the windows.
   A. closing  B. am closing  C. will close  D. am going to close

43. I think my parents ……………………… their old fridge to charity.
   A. are giving  B. would give  C. will give  D. giving

44. If we don’t save the animals, some ……extinct.
   A. could become  B. will become  C. became  D. became

45. I expect she……to the clean-up day.
   A. will go  B. won’t go  C. going  D. is going to go

**Put the words in the correct order.**

46. you/ take part/ in the clean-up day/ Will/?
   A. Will take part in the clean-up day you?
   B. The clean-up day you will take part in?
   C. take part in the clean-up day you will?
   D. Will you take part in the clean-up day?

47. You/ our organization/Will/ join/ to help endangered animals/?
   A. Will endangered animals join our organization to help you?
   B. Will you join to help endangered animals our organization?
   C. Will you join our organization to help endangered animals?
   D. You will help endangered animals to join our organization?

48. doing/ What/ you/ this afternoon/ are/?
A. What are you doing this afternoon?
B. You are doing What this afternoon?
C. This afternoon you are doing What?
D. Are you doing What this afternoon?

49. In 5 years/ be/ will/ you/ How old/?
A. How old will you be in 5 years?
B. How old will be you in 5 years?
C. How old will you be in 5 years?
D. How old in 5 years will be you?

50. What color/ will/ mix/ get/ you/ if you/ red and yellow/?
A. What color will you mix if you get red and yellow?
B. What color will you get if red and yellow mix you?
C. What color you will get if you mix red and yellow?
D. What color will you get if you mix red and yellow?